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XOX Gebäck GmbH

XOX Bean Snack Oriental 70g Bean snack with
oriental flavor
The XOX Bean Snack consists of regional field beans from the Weserbergland
region. This snack is high in fiber as well as rich in proteins, because the whole
bean is processed with shell and seedling. Moreover the snack has less fat than
comparable products, because it is baked instead of deep fried. A crispy, light
power snack for nutrition conscious gourmets.

XOX Hot Dog Snack 100 g Corn snack with hot dog
taste
XOX Hot Dog Snack 100g is perfect for all sovoury snack lovers The delicious bites
with the genuine hot dog flavor are not only super tasty, but they are also a great
change from the usual snacks and are certainly and eye catcher due to the shape
of a real hot dog And the best , the XOX Hot Dog Snack comes without artificial
coloring and flavor enhancing additives.

XOX Super Bowls Cheddar Cheese Style 4 50g Corn s
nack with cheese flavor
Perfect for the biggest sports event of the year XOX brings the perfect snack to the
market XOX Super Bowls in two delicious flavors and a real authentic football
shape. The creamy cheddar cheese style is just a great snack for every cheese
lover. In its party format it is perfect for a convivial Super Bowl evening with
friends.

XOX Super Bowls BB Q Style 450g Corn snack with
BBQ taste
Perfect for the biggest sports event of the year XOX brins the perfect snack to the
market XOX Super Bowls in two delicious flavors and a real authentic football
shape. The delicious BBQ Style is the perfect taste experience for every barbecue
fan. In its party format, it is perfect for a convivial Super Bowl evening among
friends.
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